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Abstract— Comparing the system call sequence of a net-
work application against a sandboxing policy is a popular
approach to detecting control-hijacking attack, in which the
attacker exploits such software vulnerabilities as buffer over-
flow to grab the control of a victim application and possibly
the underlying machine. The main barrier to the acceptance
of this system call monitoring approach is the availability
of accurate sandboxing policies, especially for Windows
applications whose source code is unavailable. In fact, many
commercial computer security companies take advantage of
this fact and fashion a business model in which their users
have to pay a subscription fee to receive periodic updates
on the application sandboxing policies, much like anti-virus
signatures. This paper describes the design, implementation
and evaluation of a sandboxing system calledBASS that can
automatically extract a highly accurate application-specific
sandboxing policy from a Win32/X86 binary, and enforce
the extracted policy at run time with low overhead.BASS is
built on a binary interpretation and analysis infrastructure
called BIRD, supports application binaries with dynamically
linked libraries, exception handlers, and multi-threading, and
has been shown to work correctly for a large number of
native Windows-based network applications, including IIS
and Apache. The measured throughput and latency penalty
for all the applications tested under BASS, except one, is
under 8%.

I. I NTRODUCTION

One popular approach to host-based intrusion detection
is to compare the run-time system call behavior of an
application program with a pre-defined system call model,
and declare an intrusion when a deviation between the
two arises. This approach has been the linchpin of many
research prototypes and commercial products under the
name of sandboxing [17], behavioral blocking [3], re-
stricted execution environment [9], etc. While conceptually
appealing, the technology has not been widely adopted in
practice because the number of false positives, which lead
to blocking of legitimate applications, is still too high to
be acceptable. The main technical barrier of this approach
is how to automatically generate a system call model (or
sandboxing policy) for arbitrary application programs that
minimizes both the false positive rate and false negative
rate. This paper describes the design, implementation
and evaluation of a host-based intrusion detection system
calledBASSthat eliminates this barrier for Win32 binaries
running on Intel X86 architecture.

BASS’s automated system call model extraction mech-
anism is an extension ofPAID [12], which analyzes an
input program’s source code and outputs a system call
graph that specifies the ordering among the program’s
system calls.BASS’s system call model further includes
the ”coordinate” of each system call site, which is defined
by the sequence of function calls from the program’s main
function to the function containing the system call site and
the system call site itself. Moreover, the run-time system
call monitoring engine ofBASSfeatures a novel system
call graph traversal algorithm that can efficiently map out
the trajectory from one system call site to the next based
on their coordinates. As a result, the false positive rate
of BASSis zero, i.e., whatever intrusionsPAID reports
are guaranteed to be an intrusion. In addition, the false
negative rate ofBASSis very close to zero, i.e., the window
of vulnerability susceptible to attacks is very small, as
explained later in the Attack Analysis section.

BASSgoes beyondPAID by aiming to derive a system
call model for an arbitrary Windows/X86 executable file
and dynamically linked library (DLL). Because state-
of-the-art disassemblers cannot distinguish between in-
structions and data in Windows/X86 binaries with 100%
accuracy, it is not possible to statically uncover all in-
structions of a binary image, let alone its system call
model. To solve this problem,BASSis built on a general
binary analysis and instrumentation infrastructure called
BIRD [15], which is specifically designed to facilitate the
development of software security systems by simplifying
the analysis and instrumentation of Windows/X86 binaries.
Given a binary program, BIRD statically disassembles it
to uncover as many instructions as possible, rewrites it
to allow run-time interception at all indirect jumps and
calls, and dynamically disassembles those binary areas that
cannot be disassembled statically but are targets of indirect
control instructions.

BecauseBASS is targeted at Windows applications,
the Windows operating environment introduces several
additional issues that do not exist inPAID, which was
designed for the Linux platform. First, Windows binaries
are more difficult to disassemble than Linux binaries,
because the former tend to contain more hand-crafted
assembly instruction sequences that violate standard pro-
gramming conventions, such as jumping from one function
into the middle of another function. Second, because the
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procedural call convention is not strictly followed, deriving
the coordinate of a system call site is non-trivial as it is
not always possible to accurately infer the locations of the
return addresses currently on the stack. Third, Windows
applications use DLLs extensively, and common DLLs
such asKernel32.DLL , User32.DLL and NTDLL.DLL
are enormous. So it is essential to share the system call
graphs for these DLLs across applications as well as their
code.BASSsuccessfully solves all these three problems,
and demonstrates for the first time that it not only is
feasible but also can be quite efficient to sandbox Window
binaries with an automatically generated system call model
that produces zero false positive and close-to-zero false
negatives. As a result, we believeBASSmakes a powerful
building block for guarding enterprises against all internet
worms that use control-hijacking attacks such as buffer
overflow attacks.

BASSrepresents a combination of two forms of virtual
machine. It performs system call-level interception to
enforce an application-specific sandboxing policy at run
time. Then to sandbox binaries that cannot be statically
disassembled, it intercepts indirect branch instructions to
determine whether to invoke the dynamic disassembler,
which essentially emulates binary instructions without
actually executing them.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Binary Analysis and Instrumentation

To construct a system call model from a binary, we
need to reconstruct the control flow graph (CFG) from the
binary by analyzing and disassembling the binary code.
The implementations of Giffin and Feng et al. [7], [4]
relied on the EEL library [14] to reconstruct the control
flow graphs (CFG) from the binaries. The EEL library
is designed to be a system-independent binary editing
tool for analyzing and modifying executable programs.
EEL depends on the symbol table of a binary to get the
starting addresses of its procedures. If the symbol table
was not available, EEL employs simple static disassem-
bling techniques to discover the procedure entry points.
EEL was implemented for the SPARC architecture, whose
instruction set is much simpler than the X86 architecture.
Therefore, EEL’s simple disassembling techniques are not
powerful enough to discover procedure entry points for
the applications running on the X86 architecture. Since
BASSaims at the Windows binaries running on the Intel
architecture, it needs a more sophisticated disassembling
algorithm to discover the assembly-level instructions as
much as possible. However, because Windows application
binaries can mix instructions and data together, it is
not always possible to statically discover all instructions.
Therefore,BASSneeds to apply both static and dynamic
disassembling techniques to Windows binaries so as to
achieve both 100% accuracy and 100% coverage.

OM [22] is a link-time binary optimization tool, which
disassembles an input binary into an intermediate form or a
generic register-transfer language. Application developers
then can use the intermediate form to optimize their
applications by modifying the intermediate form. Finally,
OM translates the modified intermediate form into the
target binary format. OM relies on the relocations tables,
which are available at the link time. However, OM may not
work on the binaries that do not have a symbol table. OM
is further enhanced and evolves into ATOM [21], which
provides a general framework for building customized
program analysis tools. Both OM and ATOM only run on
a RISC architecture, whose instruction set is less complex
than the x86 architecture, the target ofBASS.

Vulcan [20] (a binary transformation infrastructure) and
Diablo [1] (a link-time rewriting framework) are designed
to work with X86 binaries. However, Vulcanrequires
information from PDB files associated with binaries. The
PDB file is generated by Microsoft Visual C++ using a
specific compiler option and includes procedure name,
symbol table, variable name/type information, etc. Diablo
only works with the GCC-based tool chain. Otherwise,
it needs to patch the tool chain to preserve some code
and data information. Neither of them can operate com-
mercially distributed Win32/X86 binaries. Etch [18] is an
instrumentation and optimization framework that can work
on Win32/Intel executables. The only paper on Etch [18]
identified the challenges for Win32/Intel binary rewriting
without providing any concrete solutions.

B. System Call-based Sandboxing

Wagner and Dean [25] proposed to use static analysis
to extract directly from an application’s source code its
system call model. They developed and compared three
system call models: callgraph model, abstract stack model,
and digraph model. The callgraph model is essentially a
non-determinism finite state automaton (NFA) model since
it is generated directly from the control flow graph (CFG),
and cannot resolve non-determinism due to control con-
structs and multiple call sites to the same function. Non-
determinism provides more opportunities for attackers to
exploit a class of attacks call mimicry [26] attacks. There-
fore, they proposed a more expensive model called abstract
stack model or non-deterministic pushdown automation
model (NPDA) to remove the non-determinism dues to
multiple call sites. Since the NPDA incurs too much
runtime and space overhead, they proposed a less accurate
but more efficient model called digraph model, which is
similar to the system call sequence model proposed by
Forrest et al [6]. Giffin et al. [7] extended the NFA and
the NPDA models to binaries, and improved the efficiency
and accuracy by using some optimization methods such as
null system call insertion.
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To further remove non-determinism, Giffin et al [8] also
proposed a Dyck model, which inserts null system calls
before and after a function call in order to retrieve the
application context information. However, the Dyck model
still contains non-determinism in the case of recursive
functions, and the performance of the Dyck model is
unpredictable because the considerable number of inserted
null system calls. ThePAID system developed by Lam
and Chiueh [12] employs a different approach to remove
the non-determinism totally from their SCSFG model.
PAID uses graph inlining and system call stub inlining
to remove the non-determinism due multiple call sites,
and it uses null system call insertion to remove the non-
determinism due to control constructs. Compared with the
above models, the SCSFG model is the most accurate
and efficient model since it can use a deterministic finite
state automaton or DFA algorithm to implement the graph
traversal algorithm. Although the SCSFG model is a
deterministic model, it requires substantial modification to
the IO library and system call stubs, which make it more
difficult to port it to a new LIBC. It also requires static
linking to analyze where to insert null system calls.

The VPStatic/DPDA model proposed by Feng et al. [4]
is the closest toBASS. Both the VPStatic model and the
BASSmodel use return addresses to identify each call site
and to remove the non-determinism due to multiple call
sites. However, the VPStatic model does not remove non-
determinism due to functions that contain a system call
embedded in an if-else-then construct, and to functions
that are called in a loop. The fact that it does not take
into account the return address of the trap instruction
used in system calls also makes it vulnerable to mimicry
attacks. In contrast,BASSremoves all non-determinism in
the programs through a novel system call graph traversal
algorithm, and it can operate on Windows binaries directly.

We believeBASSrepresents one of the most compre-
hensive and efficient host-based intrusion detection system
against control hijacking attacks and on the Win32/X86
platform. It is able to handle all production-mode Windows
binaries that we have tested so far, including the MS
Office suite, IIS, and IE, as well as well-known third-party
binaries including Acrobat Reader, Apache, and FTP dae-
mon. As for system call monitoring functionalities,BASS
supports dynamically linked libraries, multi-threading, ex-
ception handlers, as well as load-time randomization to
effectively thwart mimicry attacks.

III. A PPLICATION-SPECIFICSANDBOXING

A. Abstract Model

By preventing applications from issuing system calls in
ways not specified in their system call models, one could
effectively stop all control-hijacking attacks. One way to
automatically derive a network application’s system call
model is to extract its system call graph from its control

flow graph (CFG) by abstracting away everything except
the function call and system call nodes. A system call
graph is a non-deterministic finite state automaton (NFA)
model, due to if-then-else statements and functions with
multiple call sites. For example, in Figure 1, because of
an if-then-else statement the control can move to either
call r1 or call r2 after getuid r0 t1 is called.
The path {call r1− > Entry(n)− > Exit(n)− >
ret r2} represents an impossible path [25], which cannot
occur in the original program’s execution, but is allowed
by the model. The more impossible paths exist in a system
call model, the more leeway is made available to mimicry
attacks [26], which issues system calls exactly in the same
order as specified in the system call graph before reaching
the system call that can damage the victim system (e.g.,
exec()).

To reduce the amount of non-determinism in a system
call graph,BASSuses a Call Site Flow Graph (CSFG),
which captures both the ordering among system call sites
and their exact locations. More specifically, a system call
site’s coordinateis uniquely identified by the sequence of
return addresses on the user stack when it is made and
the return address of the system call’s corresponding trap
instruction. As shown in Figure 1, each system call node
in a CSFG is labeled by the return address of its call
stub and the return address of its trap instruction, such
asgetuid r0 t1 . In this case,r0 is the return address
of the system call stubgetuid , and t1 is the return
address of the actual trap instruction (int 2E ).

r2

   Entry(m)

getuid_r0_t1

     call_r2     call_r1

     ret_r1      ret_r2

 read_r3_t2  write_r4_t3

 close_r5_t4

    Exit(m)

 open_r6_t5

   Entry(n)

    Exit(n)

r2

r1

r1

Fig. 1. The CSFG model uses the return address chain to uniquely
identify each system call site. For example, the system call site C1 is
identified by its return address r1 . After the getuid call, the NFA moves
the current state to getuid r0 t1 . When open is called, the NFA will
move along the path beginning with C1 only if the stack contains the
address r1 .

In CSFG, each function call is represented by a call
node and a return node, such ascall r1 , and ret r1 .
Each call node or return node is labeled with its return
address, such asr1 and r2 in Figure 1. The way that
BASSuniquely identifies each system call site removes the
non-determinism due to functions with multiple call sites.
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Despite the assignment of a unique coordinate to each
system call site, CSFG is still an NFA, as illustrated by the
functionsfoo6 andfoo7 in Figure 2. Because of theif
statement,foo6 and foo7 do not always make a system
call. During the graph traversal, if neitherfoo6 nor foo7
makes any system call, the CSFG graph traversal algorithm
should ignore them at run time. A function call that may
not always lead to any system call is referred to as a
may function. If a function always leads to a system call,
there is no edge from its call node to its return node.
However, an edge should be added from amay function’s
call node to its return node, e.g.,call r8 and call 3
in Figure 2, to inform the sandboxing engine that it may
need to ignore thesemay functionsduring graph traversal.

r5

ret_r6

exit(foo3)

ret_r8

r1

r1
r2

r2

entry(foo1)

entry(foo2)

call_r1

ret_r1

call_r3

call_r4

ret_r4

ret_r5

call_r5

exit(foo1)

exit(foo7)

entry(main)

entry(main)

entry(foo7)

entry(foo3)

exit(foo2)
ret_r2

call_r6

call_r2

ret_r3
sys4_r11_t4

r3

r3 exit(foo4)

r5

exit(foo5)

entry(foo5)

sys2_r9_t2

r4

r4

r6

r6

exit(foo6)

entry(foo6)

sys3_r10_t3

call_r8

sys1_r7_t1

entry(foo4)

r8

r8

Fig. 2. For the system call sequence {sys1, sys2 }, when sys2 is
called, the saved stack is {r1, r2, r5 }, the new stack is {r1, r4,
r6 }, and the prefix is {r1 }. The run-time verifier needs to simulate the
function returns and function calls to determine whether there is a path
from the saved stack to the new stack.

Because ofmay functions, BASScannot use a DFA
traversal algorithm to traverse the CSFG. However, be-
cause the edges between per-function CSFGs are uniquely
labeled by their return addresses, transitions between these
CSFGs is always deterministic. Consequently, the CSFG
traversal algorithm is a combination of DFA traversal,
which is for inter-function traversal, and depth-first traver-
sal, which is for intra-function traversal. Let’s illustrate
the basic concepts of this algorithm using the example in
Figure 2. For a complete description of the CSFG traversal
algorithm, please refer to [13]. Assume the current system
call is sys1 , which is legitimate, and the current CSFG
cursor points tosys1 r7 t1 . When a new system call
sys2 is called from the functionr9 t2 , if the CSFG
traversal algorithm can successfully identify a path from
the nodesys1 r7 t1 to the nodesys2 r9 t2 that does
not contain any other system calls,sys2 is considered
legitimate and allowed to proceed.

When a new system call comes in,BASSfirst extracts
the return address chain from the user stack. For example,

when sys2 is called, the return address chain is{r1,
r4, r6, r9, t2 }. The last two return addresses,r9
and t2 , are not used for graph traversal because they
are used to identify the corresponding system call site.
Therefore the CSFG traversal algorithm only uses{r1,
r4, r6 }, which is callednew stack . Thenew stack
of the last system call,sys1 in this case, is called the
saved stack , and is{r1, r2, r5 }.

The CSFG traversal algorithm first computes the
prefix of the saved stack and the new stack ,
which is{r1 }. Since thesaved stack is longer than the
prefix , the application must have returned back to the
function foo1 before making the system callsys2 . Each
time the algorithm moves the cursor to a new function, it
uses depth-first traversal to look for the exit node of the
current function. This search is deterministic because every
function has one and only exit node, and works correctly
even when the CSFG containsmay functions, e.g., the
call r8 node infoo4 . The return address sequence af-
ter theprefix in thesave stack is {r2, r5 }, based
on which the algorithm performs the following operations
to simulate function returns: (1) Findexit(foo4) using
depth-first traversal; (2) Consumer5 using DFA traversal,
and move the cursor toret r5 ; (3) Find exit(foo2)
using depth-first traversal; (4) Consumer2 using DFA
traversal, and move the cursor toret r2 .

After the above operations, the cursor is in the function
foo1 . Since thenew stack is longer than the prefix,
the application must have made some function calls before
invoking the system callsys2 . Therefore, the algorithm
needs to simulate the call operations. Each time the cursor
moves to a new function, the algorithm uses depth-first
traversal to look for the call node that is labeled with
the current stack symbol. This operation is deterministic
because each call node is uniquely labeled by its return
address. The return addresses after theprefix in the
new stack is {r4, r6 }, based on which the algorithm
simulates the call operations using the following steps:
(1) Find the call node labeled byr4 using depth-first
traversal, which iscall r4 ; (2) Consumer4 using DFA
traversal, and move the cursor to the callee ofcall r4 ,
which is entry(foo3) ; (3) Find the call r6 node
using depth-first traversal; (4) Consumer6 using DFA
traversal, and move the cursor toentry(foo5) . After
completing the simulation of return and call operations, the
CSFG algorithm uses depth-first traversal to reach the node
sys2 r9 r2 , which means the system call in question,
sys2 , is indeed legitimate.

B. Graph Linking

Most previous work [25], [7], [12], [8] either re-
quired all libraries be statically linked or failed to handle
dynamically linked libraries. Because Windows binaries
use dynamically linked libraries (DLL) extensively, it is
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mandatory forBASSto sandbox DLLs as well. Because
DLLs could be relocated when they are loaded, the return
addresses or function addresses extracted statically must be
adjusted accordingly at run time. Toward this end,BASS
first calculates the base address of each DLL after it is
loaded, and add the base address to the relative addresses
statically extracted from the DLL.

To simplify the process of linking CSFGs, we applied
the same idea used in dynamic linking by introducing a
new type of node calledtrampoline node. Statically, all
calls to an import function are linked to its associated
trampoline node, which also records the address of the im-
port function’s corresponding import address table entry.
After all DLLs are loaded, the import address table entries
are filled with the addresses of their associated functions.
ThereforeBASScan fill the trampoline nodes with their
corresponding import address table entries. As in dynamic
linking, fixing the trampoline nodes is all that is needed
to link calling CSFGs with called CSFGs.

BASShandles Win32 executables and DLLs in nearly
the same way. The only difference is that it takes special
care in separating the read-write part of a DLL’s CSFG
to allow as much sharing of CSFGs as possible. On the
Windows OS, by default the memory image of a DLL is
shared by all processes that load it. If any process needs
to modify a DLL, the OS will duplicate a copy of the
modified pages for the modifying process according to the
”copy on write” rule. When an application loads a DLL, it
needs to modify the DLL’s CSFG so that their return nodes
point back to the application’s call sites. Without special
handling, this means many DLL CSFG pages need to
be duplicated. To avoid this duplication,BASSrearranges
the layout for each DLL’s CSFG such that those nodes
that need to be modified during graph linking, mainly the
entry and exit nodes of exported functions, are stored in
separate pages. Consequently, only these pages need to be
duplicated, and the majority of DLL CSFGs still could be
shared among applications.

C. Stack Walking

BASSuses the sequence of return addresses on the user
stack as part of a system call site’s coordinate. However,
it is not trivial to identify where these return addresses are
in general, because the use of frame pointer, typically EBP
register, is not mandatory. Modern Windows compilers
provide an optimization option that tries to use EBP as a
regular register in order to improve program performance.
For binaries produced by these compilers, it is no longer
possible to pinpoint exactly the stack entries that contain
return addresses. Our experiences show that many Win32
executables and DLLs indeed do away with the frame
pointer, e.g., KERNEL32.DLL. This issue does not arise
for BASSbecausePAID’s compiler is configured to use
the frame pointer register when generating binary code.

The Windows OS does provide astackwalk() API
to facilitate the debugging process. It could retrieve each
frame on the stack by consulting the symbol information
stored in PDB files. Unfortunately, most production-mode
Win32 binaries do not come with a PDB file. Eventu-
ally, BASSchooses to maintain a shadow stack of return
addresses. More specifically, it instruments each function
call site to push the return address before entering the
callee, and pop the return address after returning from the
callee. Consequently,BASS’s sandboxing engine can easily
identify the return address sequence associated with an
incoming system call. As a side effect, it also enhances the
application security by detecting any stack smashing [16].

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The system architecture ofBASSis shown in Figure 3,
and its various components are described in detail in the
following subsections.

Execution

Edited Executable File

CSFG
Generator

Instrumentation
Analysis &
Binary

Disassembler

Win32 Executable File

Dyncheck.dll:

instrumentaion, CSFG gen.
disassembler, analysis

Executable Image

Static Time Run Time

USER

KERNEL

Sandboxing Engine

Data Flow

Control Flow

Fig. 3. The system architecture of BASS, which consists of a static
component that statically disassembles a binary file into instructions and
extracts their system call model, a dynamic component that at run time
disassembles those portions of the binary file that cannot be disassembled
statically and extracts their system call model accordingly, and a sandbox-
ing engine that compares an application’s dynamic system call patterns
with its system call model.

Most existing binary analysis and instrumentation tools
are developed on Unix/Linux OS and/or RISC architecture,
because it is generally easier to statically disassemble
and analyze binaries on these platforms. However, Win32
binaries on the X86 architecture are much less suscepti-
ble to static disassembly and analysis, because of hand-
crafted assembly routines and intentional obfuscation. To
address this problem, we developed a new binary analy-
sis/instrumentation system called BIRD, which performs
both static and dynamic disassembly to guarantee that
every instruction in a binary file will be properly examined
before it is executed.
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A. Binary Disassembly

In general, there are two main approaches to disassem-
bling a binary file:linear sweepingandrecursive traversal.
Linear sweeping assumes every byte in the binary file
is instruction and disassembles them one by one until it
detects a disassembly error, e.g., when the leading byte
of a supposed instruction does not correspond to any
valid op code. Recursive traversal follows the control
flow of an input binary starting from its main entry
point, exploring both directions of each conditional branch
instruction. Recursive traversal is in general more accurate
than linear sweeping, but may suffer from the problem of
low coverage due to indirect call or jump instructions.

Because the instructions that BIRD recovers from an ex-
ecutable binary are meant to be transformed, it is essential
that BIRD’s disassembler be 100% accurate. In contrast,
commercial disassemblers such as IDA Pro are designed
for reverse engineering purpose, and therefore do not have
to be as accurate as BIRD. To overcome the fundamental
limitations of static disassemblers with respect to Win32
binaries, BIRD adopts a hybrid architecture that statically
disassembles a binary file as much as it can, and defers the
rest to dynamic disassembly at run time. Because most of
the instructions in a binary file are disassembled statically,
the performance overhead of dynamic disassembling is
minimal. However, the flexibility of dynamic disassembly
offers a simple and effective fall-back mechanism for cases
where static disassembling fails.

BIRD’s static disassembler starts with a recursive traver-
sal pass from the input binary’s main entry point. Any
instructions identified in this pass are guaranteed to be in-
structions. To improve the coverage of recursive traversal,
BIRD applies data flow analysis to statically determine
the values of the target addresses of indirect jumps/calls,
and convert them into their direct counterparts. In addition,
it exploits various PE header information such as export
table, relocation table, etc., to identify places in a binary
file that are known to be instructions.

The portions of a binary file that have been successfully
disassembled are calledknown regions, whereas the rest
are calledunknown regions. Because of recursive traversal,
the only way for a program’s control to go from a known
region to an unknown region is through an indirect control
transfer instruction. Therefore, BIRD intercepts at every
indirect control transfer instruction at run time, and in-
vokes the dynamic disassembler if it jumps to an unknown
region. Run-time interception is through direct binary
re-writing. This check-and-invoke logic forms the run-
time engine of BIRD. The dynamic disassembler works
similarly to the static one in that it also applies recursive
traversal until it hits a known region or an indirect branch.

B. Binary Instrumentation

Because static disassembly cannot achieve 100% cov-
erage, it is difficult to apply the traditional instrumenta-
tion strategy used in well-known binary instrumentation
tools [14], [22], which start with extracting the input
program’s structure such as procedures and symbol table,
and then merge the new code into it. To support binary
instrumentation without complete knowledge of the pro-
gram being instrumented, BIRD takes a local amendment
approach, and performs both static and dynamic instru-
mentation. More concretely, BIRD adds a new section
to the input program that contains the instrumentation
code, and replaces the instruction at each instrumentation
point with a jump to the corresponding instrumentation
instruction sequence. There are two design issues in this
approach. First, is it always possible to put a jump instruc-
tion at each instrumentation point? Second, how to ensure
that the replaced instructions are executed in their original
execution context?

In Intel X86 architecture, a jump instruction takes 5
bytes. If the instruction at the instrumentation point is
shorter, e.g., a 2-byte short indirect branch, then it is
necessary to replace multiple instructions. Instructions that
are being replaced cannot be targets of direct branches.
But it is OK if they are targets of indirect branches,
because BIRD intercepts every indirect branch. If the
length of the instruction at the instrumentation point is
larger than or equal to 5 bytes, BIRD replaces the in-
struction directly; otherwise if none of the instructions
following the instrumentation point are targets of direct
branches, then BIRD replaces as many as possible to make
room for the 5-byte jump; otherwise BIRD replaces the
instruction at the instrumentation point with anint 3
instruction, which is 2 bytes long. Theint 3 instruction
generates a breakpoint exception, which is handled by
BIRD’s exception handler at run time. If the exception
handler decides that a breakpoint exception occurs because
of an int 3 instruction BIRD inserted, it passes the
control to BIRD’s check-and-invoke logic, as if the control
is passed from the instrumentation point directly. Theint
3 instruction is meant to be a fall-back mechanism when
it is impossible to find enough bytes at the instrumentation
point for the 5-byte jump instruction.

The values of registers and stack entries at the time
when the control reaches an instrumentation point are
saved away before the check-and-invoke instrumentation
code is called, and put back afterwards. Consequently,
BIRD ensures that the replaced instructions are executed
in the same context as if the instrumentation logic never
takes place.

The check-and-invoke logic of BIRD is implemented
as a DLL calleddyncheck.dll , and is completely
independent of the applications being instrumented. More-
over, once the import table of an instrumented program
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is modified,dyncheck.dll is automatically loaded at
start-up time. Moreover, because the initialization routine
of a DLL always gets control when the DLL is loaded,
this enables BIRD to read in static information, such as
known/unknown areas, and initialize required data struc-
tures before the program’s main function starts. Because
a program’s import table may be immediately followed
by some other data, it is not always possible to increase
its size directly. To solve this problem, we keep the old
import table, create a new import table that contains the
original import table entries and any new entries we want
to add, and modify the import table address field in the
PE header to point to the new import table.

C. Sanboxing Engine

Part of a program’s CSFG is generated statically, and
part of it is generated dynamically. When a program
starts up,BASSreads in the static portion of its CSFG
graph and fixes up its addresses. ThenBASSlinks in each
DLL’s CSFG into the main CSFG. As new CSFGs are
generated for statically unknown areas, they are also linked
into the main CSFG. Although a program’s CSFG may
change at run time,BASS’s sandboxing engine can still
perform system call monitoring based on it, because BIRD
guarantees that an instruction segment’s CSFG must be
available before it is executed.

1) Support for Multi-Threading :Supporting multi-
threaded applications on the Win32 platform is relatively
straightforward because each user thread corresponds to a
kernel thread. On the Windows OS, there is a per-thread
data structure call Thread Environment Block (TEB) to
keep track of per-thread information such as thread id,
thread stack base address and limit. This information is
accessible to the corresponding kernel thread. To maintain
a separate shadow stack for each thread,BASSallocates a
stack on the heap every time a new thread is created. This
is possible because on Windows every time a thread is
created, the initialization routine of every DLL, including
dyncheck.dll , is invoked.

Because the code for pushing and popping return ad-
dresses to the shadow stack is supposed to be the same
for all threads, it requires some address massaging to
ensure that different threads are operating against different
shadow stacks, even though they run the same code.BASS
solves this problem by using thread local storage (TLS),
which is a per-thread storage area. More specifically, a
thread’s TEB contains an array of pointers to its thread
local storage regions.BASSreserves one element of this
array to store the pointer to a thread’s shadow stack across
the entire application. Consequently, every thread can
access its shadow stack using the same syntactic address,
TLS[X], whereX is the index of the reserved element,
even though they actually point to different stacks.

2) System Call Interception and Insertion: BASSinter-
cepts system calls the same way as such tools as RegMon
and FileMon [23], which are designed to monitor run-time
behaviors of application programs. Modern Windows OSs
include a kernel executive, which provides core system
services. All user-level API calls such as those frequently
used in KERNEL32.dll, NTDLL.DLL will eventually call
these system services or Native APIs. The kernel executive
dispatches native API calls through the the system service
dispatcher table (SSDT). By writing a kernel device driver,
BASScan modify the function pointer entries in SSDT
and intercept all system calls with additional functions.
Consequently, each time a system call is invoked,BASS’s
interception function is called first, which performs the
required sandboxing operation and decides whether to
block the system call.

Finally BASSrandomly insertsnull system calls into
functions that sit on the path between two consecutive
system calls but themselves do not lead to any system
call and to insert randomnotify call. In addition, they
are inserted at load time to eliminate the likelihood that
attackers can guess their existence. To further hide these
system calls from run-time disassembly, they are in the
form of instructions with invalid op code or memory
accesses that cause protection violation, rather than the
the usual ”int 2E” or ”sysenter” instructions.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

A. Methodology

The currentBASSprototype can successfully run on
Window 2K, including Windows 2K Advanced Server,
and Windows XP, with or without SP1 or SP2. Because
BIRD needs to instrument known regions of executables
and DLLs, we temporarily disable the Windows File
Protection feature in order to modify the system DLLs
and IIS. To evaluate the performance overhead ofBASS,
we measured the throughput and latency penalty ofBASS
with seven network server applications, which are briefly
described in Table V-B. We ran each of these applications
under the following four configurations: (1) Naive mode,
in which applications are executed without interception
or checking, (2) BIRD Mode, in which applications
are executed with BIRD’s interception, (3) BIRD/BASS
mode, in which applications are executed with BIRD’s
interception andBASS’s system call checking, and (4)
BIRD/BASS/Random mode, in which system calls are
randomly inserted into applications at load time and the
resulting binaries are executed with BIRD’s interception
andBASS’s system call checking. For this study, we chose
38 sensitive system calls to monitor that are related to file
system and registry manipulation.

To test the performance of each server program, we used
two client machines that continuously send 2000 requests
to the test server applications. In addition, we modified
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Application Test BIRD Shadow CSFG
Case Stack Storage

Apache fetch a 2.5% 178.7% 106.3%
1KByte file

BIND query a 2.5% 131.1% 270.0%
name

IIS W3 fetch a 3.47% 107.1% 238.1%
Service file

MTSEmail send a 8.33% 108.34% 234.33%
1KByte email

Cerberus Ftpd fetch a 4.17% 67.4% 161.0%
1KByte file

GuildFTPd fetch a 4.24% 139.09% 120.5%
1KByte file

BFTelnetd login and 6.25% 87.5% 207.8%
list files

TABLE I

THE NETWORK SERVER APPLICATIONS BEING USED IN THE

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION STUDY, THE TEST CASE FOR EACH OF

THEM, AND THE INCREASE IN THEIR BINARY SIZE UNDERBASS.

the server machine’s kernel to record the creation and
termination time of each process. The throughput of a
network server application is calculated by dividing 2000
by the time interval between creation of the first forked
process and termination of the last forked process. The
latency is calculated by taking the average of the CPU time
used by the 2000 forked processes. The server machine
is a Windows XP SP1 machine with Pentium4 2.8GHz
CPU and 256M memory. One client machine is a 300-
MHz Pentium2 with 128MB memory and the other client
is a 1.1-GHz Pentium3 machine with 512MB memory.
Both of them run Redhat Linux 7.2. The server and
client machines are connected through a 100Mbps Ethernet
link. To test http and ftp servers, the client machines
continuously fetched a 1-KByte file from the server, and
the two client programs were started simultaneously. In
the case of mail server, the clients retrieved a 1-KByte
mail from the server. A new request was sent only after
the previous one is completely finished. To speed up the
request sending process, client programs simply discarded
the data returned from the server.

B. Performance Penalty

Table V-B shows the throughput and latency penalty of
the test applications under the BIRD mode, BIRD/BASS
mode, and BIRD/BASS/Random mode as compared with
the Native mode. For most applications except GuildFTPd,
the majority of the throughput penalty comes fromBASS,
which accounts for 1% to 7% drop in throughput, whereas
BIRD accounts for between 0% to 3% throughput loss.
The randomization component ofBASSdoes not contribute
much to throughput loss. With BIRD andBASScombined,
the total throughput degradation is kept within 8%, a pretty
reasonable performance overhead. The overall throughput
penalty of GuildFTPd is about 29%; 20% is due to BIRD
and 9% due toBASS. The reason that GuildFTPd incurs
a high BIRD-related overhead is because it uses heavily
dispatching functions and small callback functions, which

Application BIRD BIRD+ BIRD+BASS
BASS +Random

Apache 99.9% 0.9% 94.2% 5.5% 94.0% 5.6%
BIND 97.8% 3.1% 92.3% 7.7% 91.9% 7.9%

IIS W3 Service 99.1% 1.1% 93.9% 6.3% 93.5% 6.8%
MTSEmail 99.7% 1.4% 97.3% 3.2% 97.3% 3.2%

Cerberus Ftpd 99.2% 1.2% 93.0% 7.6% 93.0% 8.2%
GuildFTPd 79.9% 25.3% 73.3% 32.7% 71.3% 33.2%
BFTelnetd 99.9% 1.5% 97.4% 3.4% 96.9% 3.5%

TABLE II

THE NORMALIZED THROUGHPUT(LEFT COLUMN) AND LATENCY

PENALTY (RIGHT COLUMN) OF THE BIRD MODE, THE BIRD/BASS

MODE, AND THE BIRD/BASS/RANDOM MODE WHEN COMPARED

WITH THE NATIVE MODE FOR THE SEVEN TEST APPLICATIONS.

correspond to indirect calls. As a result, the check-and-
invoke logic is triggered so frequently that eventually the
overhead of executing this logic becomes a significant
portion of the overall run time.

The latency penalties for different applications run-
ning under different configurations are pretty similar to
their throughput penalties. Overall, the latency penalty is
also bound under 8%, except GuildFTPd, whose latency
penalty is more than 30%.

To give a detailed breakdown of BIRD’s performance
cost, TableV-B lists the coverage of BIRD’s static disas-
sembler, the number of indirect control transfer instruc-
tions, the number of times the check-and-invoke logic is
executed, and the number of times BIRD’s dynamic dis-
assembler is invoked. Because executables and DLLs are
processed separately on their own, the reported numbers
are for application binaries themselves, excluding DLLs.
The static coverage number is calculated by dividing the
number of bytes that are known to be data or code
statically over the entire binary size. Unsurprisingly, the
check-and-invoke logic is triggered much more times in
GuildFTPd than in other programs. This explains the high
latency/throughput penalty of GuildFTPd. However, the
static disassembly coverage of Cerberus Ftpd is actually
lower than GuildFTPd, even though its BIRD-related over-
head is also much lower, under 1%. This demonstrates that
the BIRD-related overhead is not necessarily determined
by the number of times the dynamic disassembler is in-
voked. For example, Cerberus Ftpd invokes 263 times and
GuildFTPd invokes only 89 times, and yet Cerberus Ftpd
incurs lower overhead. Because GuildFTPd executes the
check-and-invoke logic so many times, its accumulative
overhead becomes significant even though most of them
do not result in an invocation of the dynamic disassembler.

Table V-B shows the increase in binary size due to
BIRD, shadow stack maintenance and storage of CSFG.
BIRD’s contribution comes from the check-and-invoke
logic and the dynamic disassembler, and is general quite
small. Instrumentation required to maintain the shadow
stack however takes up quite an amount of space because it
is designed to be thread-aware, and thus costs 62 bytes per
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No. of No. of No. of
Application Static Static Dynamic Dynamic

Coverage Indirect Indirect Disassembler
Branches Branches Invocations

Apache 91% 109 3745 31
BIND 98% 390 18962 72

IIS W3 service 91% 125 12847 138
MTSEmail 99% 0 6352 0

Cerberus FTPd 79% 150 58764 263
GuildFTPd 83% 295 406196 89
BFTelnetd 80% 141 4459 136

TABLE III

DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF BIRD’ S STATIC AND DYNAMIC

DISASSEMBLY OVERHEAD

Application Base Load BIRD BIRD/BASS
Time (cycles) Overhead Overhead

Apache 84350072 23.08% 68.09%
BIND 112174792 54.84% 96.83%

Cerberus Ftpd 47452796 10.76% 32.46%
GuildFTPd 150718358 30.51% 69.50%
BFTelnetd 123278084 10.67% 34.66%

TABLE IV

THE INCREASE IN APPLICATION START-UP TIME INTRODUCED BY

BIRD AND BIRD/BASS. THE START-UP INTERVAL IS DEFINED AS

THE INTERVAL BETWEEN WHEN A BINARY IS STARTED AND WHEN ITS

MAIN ENTRY POINT TAKES CONTROL.

function call in addition to some relocation logic. Finally,
CSFG storage requires even more space than shadow stack
maintenance, because the data structures are designed to
provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate DLLs that are
unknown statically. If one could assume that all DLLs are
known in advance, it would be possible to develop a more
compact representation for CSFGs and thus significantly
reduce their storage requirements.

To study the complexity ofBASS’s graph traversal
algorithm for real applications, we measured the number of
nodes visited for each system call invocation when Apache
and GuildFTPd are running underBASS. For Apache, the
largest number of nodes that the graph traversal algorithm
needs to visit is 54; most of the time the number of
nodes visited is fewer than 10. The histogram in the
number of nodes visited per system call is more evenly
distributed for GuildFTPD than for Apache: the largest
number of nodes visited per system call is between 20
to 30, with most under 10. These results explain why
the additional overhead introduced byBASSis relatively
modest in practice, between 535 to 1600 CPU cycles,
and demonstrate thatBASS’s graph traversal algorithm is
indeed quite close to DFA traversal.

Table V-B shows the increase in application start-up
time introduced by BIRD and BIRD/BASS, respectively.
In general, BASS adds more start-up latency than BIRD
because the former needs to read in the static portion of
the application’s CSFG, and link the CSFGs of the DLLs
with it to form the final CSFG on which run-time system
call monitoring is based. Although the increase in start-
up latency is substantial, its practical impact is small as it
is the sustained performance rather than the start-up time

that matters for network applications.

VI. ATTACK ANALYSIS AND L IMITATIONS

The limitations ofBASSstem from its system call graph
model and binary interpretation mechanism. Like other
compiler-based system call model extraction tools,BASS
has zero false positive rate but could not completely elim-
inate all false negatives. A system call-based sandboxing
system such asBASScannot stop attacks that do not need
to issue any additional system calls. For example, data
attacks [2] that modify a sensitive system call’s arguments
through buffer/integer overflowing can evade the detection
of BASS. This problem can be somewhat alleviated through
system call argument check, as is done inPAID [12].
When an attacker hijacks an application and the next
legitimate system call is exactly what she needs to inflict
damage,BASSis also completely powerless in this case.
BASS’s ability to assign a unique coordinate to each system
call site and check it at run time significantly reduces the
possibility of mimicry attacks. This check makes it difficult
to emulate legitimate system calls for a long period of time
because it forces the application’s control to go back to the
application’s code. More concretely, to attackBASS, the
attacker needs to set up the user stack correctly according
to the victim application’s CSFG. Even if the attacker can
do that, after making the first system call, the application’s
control will not return to the attacker’s code since the
control will go to whichever functions specified by the
return addresses on the stack. However, more advanced
mimicry attacks [11] try to apply data attacks to give the
application’s control back to the attacker during the em-
ulation process, thus opening the possibility of defeating
BASS’s coordinate check. Fortunately,BASS’s load-time
randomization could potentially thwart this type of attacks
as they require complete access to the application’s binary.

Binaries do not come with type information, which
in many cases can improve the accuracy of integrity
checks. For example, from the source code of a network
application, one can assume that all indirect function calls
must go through either function pointers or special system
routines such as signal handlers, and all function pointers
should point to the entry points of some existing functions.
From binaries, however, it is not always safe to equate an
indirect call instruction to a function call using a function
pointer. As a result, all the assumptions that come with
function pointers may not hold for a given indirect call
instruction.

Currently, BIRD cannot handle arbitrary self-modifying
code or obfuscated code, although it can successfully
execute self-decompressing programs that are compressed
using tools such as UPX [24]. Although not an immediate
concern, we expect more and more future applications
may include self-modifying code either for performance
optimization or for software protection. Therefore, we are
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currently investigating ways to enhance BIRD to support
general self-modifying code.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To the best of our knowledge,BASSis the first host-
based intrusion detection system that can automatically
sandbox arbitrary Windows binaries running on the Intel
X86 architecturewithout any human inputs, with low per-
formance overhead, zero low false positive rateandvery-
close-to-zero false negative rate. BecauseBASSoperates at
the binary level, it is independent of the source languages
and the associated compilers/linkers, and thus is applicable
to a wide range of applications. In addition,BASSoffers
users a feasible way to protect themselves from potential
bugs in third-party applications without support from the
original application developers or from special computer
security vendors. More concretely, this work makes the
following contributions:

• An effective system call model representation and
traversal algorithm that incurs low performance over-
head and minimizes the window of vulnerability to
mimicry attacks.

• A flexible and efficient Win32/X86 binary interpre-
tation system that has been shown to be capable
of handling a wide variety of Windows applications
which state of the art disassemblers fail to disassem-
ble completely.

• One of the most comprehensive host-based intrusion
detection system that could automatically sandbox
applications using dynamically linked libraries, multi-
threading, and exception handlers.

As for future work, we are enhancing BIRD so as
to handle obfuscated binaries, which usually come with
constructs that violate the underlying assumptions of dis-
assemblers, e.g., the bytes following a conditional branch
instruction represent instructions. In addition, we plan to
apply BIRD to other security-oriented program transfor-
mation projects such as address space randomization or
software protection. Finally, we are in the process of
improvingBASSby incorporatingPAID’s system call argu-
ment checks to further decrease its window of vulnerability
to mimicry attacks.
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